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Culture shock
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management 



Today’S Agenda: 
Managing Expectations 

Being Prepared

When Things Get Tough 



Expectations
Manage Your Own Expectations

Expect unpleasant scenarios to occur

Expect that your experience will not be

the same as your friend’s/other ALTs

Talk with other ALTs but don’t compare

with other ALTs 

Imagine Other’s Expectations 

Put yourself in your students’ shoes

Put yourself in your coworkers‘ shoes

Put yourself in the shoes of the average

Japanese person



Preparedness
is your friend

Binder of Miracles

Keep a hard copy of every single
one of your lessons in an

organized binder. JTEs can
choose lessons they want to do

from it. 

No Classes/Full Classes 

Come to work prepared for a full
day of classes but don’t forget

to bring things to keep you busy
in case your classes get canceled. 

Imagine difficult scenarios and
listen to stories from other ALTs.
Think about how you would like

to react if the same thing
happened to you. 

Plan Your Response



You are assaulted, robbed, or
attacked. 

Situations to imagine:  
Think of how you would ideally like to
react should any of these happen to
you. Also think about how you would

manage the situation - Who would you
call? Is there anyway you can prepare? 

You’re involved in an accident. 

You are subjected to racism,
homophobia, or xenophobia. 

A natural disaster occurs. 

You experience a serious illness. 

You become extremely homesick. You want to break contract. 

Your house/apartment needs a
major repair. 

You have a rude coworker. 



The D.I.L.F.
method

Define
What is the specific thing that is

causing you stress? Be able to
clearly define it.

Imagine 
Imagine your ideal solution. Complete this sentence:

“My stress would go away if __________.” 

Learn
Learn to be your own advocate. Think

about how you will address the situation
and to whom you will speak. 

Fantastic Contract
Know your contract inside and out, keep

copies at home and work. Know what you are
entitled to as a contracted, foreign employee.



Working with difficult people 

Being the last to know 

Language barriers

Out-of-control classrooms 

Difficult grammar questions 

common
stressors

Last minute requests for
specific lessons 

Annoying or invasive questions 

Was my lesson good?/No feedback

Unspoken rules/etiquette  

Responses from your senpai ALTs 



Q&A
time

Do you have any questions for me before we go?


